The best tools from Snap-on you'll barely see
*Camo that works as hard in the shop as it does in the field*

KENOSHA, Wis. (Jan. 7, 2020) – They may be hidden in plain sight, but these tools will stand out when put to work.

**Snap-on® GLOVECAMOL** – These form-fitting TrekDry® gloves feature Woodland Camouflage and are designed to keep hands cool and comfortable in the shop and in the field. There's no loss of dexterity thanks to the seamless, single-layer palm. The thermoplastic rubber (TPR) hook-and-loop closure ensures a secure fit and the double-stitched index finger makes these machine washable gloves even more durable.

**Snap-on® JCW67MAX4 Flat-Oval Adjustable Creeper** – The flat-oval tubing design of this creeper eliminates sharp corners, making it more comfortable for technicians. The heavy duty camo vinyl cover hides the solid plywood core with thick, high-density 80 lb foam padding. Users can easily use the convenient hinge mechanism for one-hand height adjustment and comfortable four-position head rest. The specially-designed casters reduce rolling resistance and make this creeper one of the most maneuverable on the market.

**Snap-on® STL61405 Camo Enduro® LED Headlamp** – This small but mighty headlamp is powered by two AAA batteries to create C4 LED® high and low modes up to 50 lumens and lasting more than five hours. On the low setting of 10 lumens, this impact-resistant headlamp will run 25 hours, and all of that light is packed in a drop-tested housing.

To see more of these camo-hidden Snap-on® tools or other products, contact your participating Snap-on franchisee or other representative, visit [www.snapon.com](http://www.snapon.com) or call toll-free 877-SNAPON-4 (877-762-7664).

**About Snap-on Tools**
Snap-on Tools is a subsidiary of Snap-on Incorporated, a leading global innovator, manufacturer and marketer of tools, equipment, diagnostics, repair information and systems solutions for professional users performing critical tasks. Products and services include hand and power tools, tool storage, diagnostics software, information and management systems, shop equipment and other solutions for vehicle dealerships and repair centers, as well as for customers in industries, including aviation and aerospace, agriculture, construction, government and military, mining, natural resources, power generation and technical education. Snap-on Tools is one of the largest non-food franchise companies in the world, selling its products and services through franchisee, company-direct, distributor and internet channels. Snap-on Incorporated, which was founded in 1920, is a $3.7 billion, S&P 500 company located in Kenosha, Wisconsin, with operations throughout the world. For additional information, visit [www.snapon.com](http://www.snapon.com).